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5G and Mobile Edge Computing
Cloud
provider

5. Generation Mobile Network (5G)
 Higher peak of data rates (1Gbps10Gbps)
 Ultra-low latency (<1ms, norm 10ms)
 Energy efficiency
 Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
 Mini datacenter at the edge of
mobile network
 Proximity to data source
 Low latency
 Location awareness

5G core
network

Internet

Mobile
edge cloud
Some suggested use cases
 Robot, car and drone control, e.g. coordination of multiple units
 Video analytics (e.g. face- and object-recognition).
 IoT data management & operational analytics
 Gaming, e.g. minimising latency in multi-player scenarios

5g Reflex: optimize traffic by adaptive traffic light management
Cloud
provider

Decrease of traffic congestion reduces
 travel time
 transport costs and fuel
 emissions (e.g. CO2)

5G core
network

Internet

Mobile
edge cloud
Video-based capturing of
traffic situation at traffic
crossings and machine
learning for local adaption
of traffic signals to
optimize traffic flow.

Centralized traffic
planing and adaption on
city /region level based
on global data, long-term
off-line analysis.

5G reflex: Experimental setup at Ernst-Reuter-PLatz





Ernst-Reuter-Platz, Berlin



Five cameras capture constantly the traffic situation on ‘Digital
vernetzte Protokollstrecke’ (synergies with DIGINET-PS, a large
BMBF funded project with DT participation)
ML at work:
 Translate video streams into traffic flow measurement
(object recognition (traffic modal split), feature extraction
(i.e. passage times))
 Optimize traffic lights cycles with interplay of ML and flow
simulation
 Relate Ernst-Reuter-Platz throughput to embedding traffic
system
Simulated “mobile edge computing cloud” resides in
TELEFUNKEN building, Ernst-Reuter-Platz
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locally autonomous and globally harmonized traffic management

1. Capture geo-fenced flow
Strengths (Pedestrians, vehicles,
cyclists, public transport)

𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝑞𝑖𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
(𝑡)

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙

2. Continuously check flow
patterns with virtualized
crossroads assistant
3. Detect critical anomalies in
flow patterns or priority case

𝑜𝑝𝑡

5G reflex

4A. Trigger locally optimized
traffic control scenario

5G reflex
4B. Trigger central analysis and
response
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Transformation of data Sensor Data to learning model
SUMO is an open source microscopic traffic simulation package
for large road networks by DLR.

Reinforcement Machine Learning
for optimizing traffic signals under
real-world conditions

Simulation of Urban MObility

Sensors

Object
detection

SUMO

DTSE
Discrete Traffic State Encoding

DTSE (discrete traffic state encoding)
• all lanes in 3m long sections and indicates the existence and
the possible velocity (speed) of a car in each section
• current length of the green phases of all relevant traffic lights.
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Taking Action: +/- 2 sec change Green Phases
reward: Average Travelling Time
agent
Explore actions, calculate
minimal loss of travel times,
save action, state, reward in
memory.

action

environment

SUMO

reward

action: change green phases
-/+ 2 sec of traffic signals.
reward: x/atime, atime: average travel
time. Increasingly punish long travel
times.

state: number cars, speed, travel
time, length of green phases

Q-Learning finds an optimal action-selection policy by maximizing its total (future) reward
Q-Learning: Q(s,a) := (1-alpha) *Q(s,a) + alpha*((R + gamma * max(s’,a)) )
new value
estimate of optimal future value
old value
Deep Q Learning uses neuronal net to approximate the Q matrix

alpha : learning rate, extent newly
acquired info overrides old info
gamma: discount factor, determines
the importance of future rewards
R: reward
s: current state
s’: next state
a: action
Q: quality of an action taken in a given state
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Traffic simulation based on real data
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Scenarios and results: Reduced average travel time
Afternoon 12:00-16:00

Morning 4:00 – 8:00
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80s scheme in ERP

Strategy from Neural Network

80s scheme in ERP

Strategy from Neural Network
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